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Graphic proof of high-tech leadership.

The Casio fx-7000G is a programmable scientific calculator with a graphic display. The only calculator that can do this to your figures, instantly drawing graphs that represent your formulas and calculations on its big LCD screen.

And with a screen measuring 16 characters by 8 lines, the fx-7000G can display enough information for some of your biggest ideas. The formulas or graphs can then be stored and, when needed, brought back for an instant replay. The fx-7000G has 62 scientific functions—including linear regression, standard deviation, as well as binary, octal, and hexadecimal calculations—making it useful in virtually any scientific or technical endeavor. In fact, without requiring complex knowledge—or costing computer dollars—the fx-7000G, with its 422-step memory, performs many functions you’d otherwise find only on a computer.

There’s ample evidence of Casio’s high-tech leadership throughout our entire line of scientific calculators. Our smaller-screen fx-6000G, for example, offers many of the features of our fx-7000G at even a smaller price.

If you have any doubt as to who’s the leader in high-tech calculators, simply pick up an fx-7000G and draw your own conclusions.
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